Do you mind 1/ I smoke?"... Professor Iinrc Halasz politely deferred to our sensibilities as ire sat down with him in his office. Our meeting with Imre had coincided with the sad neifs that his dog of fifteen years had passed away ... "7 was trying to quit .
tor decentralization withm universities. Attitudes within the administration pushed for a model not "to make better draftsmen for the practice but instead to provide the kind of education which is broader or could be used in a very fast changing spectrum of the professional another subject studies architecture for three years plus thesis at the masters level.
"hiitially, thesis [under the revised model] was a kind ot intimate relationship between an advisor and a student based on a greatly decentralized position, as was everything at that time.
And it was almost autonomousthere were no readers and no protocol, simply a close relationship between the student and the advisor." hiire points out, however, that problems arose with this new model. First, because of its inward focus, the thesis became dangerously isolationist. No final review or threshold awaited the thesis studentevaluation was left entirely up to the thesis advisor. "It was one on one, as they say in basketball." The second drawback of the new system was the transition to a one semester process. Previously, under the five year program, studios often continued over rwo semesters. Newly structured for more choices, "the single semester became the additive fragment of learning." This is the root of discontinuity which will later charactenzc the thesis process.
"The question was raised how that could be changed, for clearly thesis (for many) was a major effort and some crowning achievement of learning." To address this question, hnre sponsored two modifications to the M.Arch program in the late 1960's. The first incorporated thesis readers into the process; the second modification introduced the Thesis Preparatory course.
"The first definition of thesis prep was that it was supposed to be a workshop, and the model was intended to re-introduce a thesis as a two semester effort."
While there was a constructive intent behind these moclifications, their implementation created new problems. The advisc^ir-centered methotlology still dominated the process marginalizing the readers." The thesis prep 3. In light of the shortcomings of the course, thesis prep has, over the years, devolved to its current status as a three credit course. The argument for the credit poor course has centered around the rigorous demands of the new curriculum, not around how thesis should operate. For reference, a studio is worth 18 credits and the thesis prep workshop, as mentioned, was originally worth 16 (studios at that time were 21 credits). The idea behind a "credit" is essentially a "credit hour," where a nine credit course should require nine hours of work per week.
was a discontinuity in advising, as students do not begin working with their advisors until beginning the actual the&isseniescer^''
Concurrent with the developments m process, the content of the thesis also undei-went transfonnation and debate. "There was strong pressure from some faculty members that thesis could be practically any subject, that it did not have to develop the typical design of a building but anything which had intellectual merit and dealtwit:h sonie didactic objectives was acceptable.
The counter position was that the thesis had to.be a building, a physical design of some sort."
In reconciliation of these views, the current attinide in the Department of Atchitecture is "that design should be based on some kind of exphcit view or theory, that somehow this duality of the two views converge and you see these strange theses coiriing but wliiGifcaie^Meia-^JieOTy-as well as design."'* ihc student s answer to the research should have more relevance to thesis. "This way there is a continuity which does not exist now because we ask the students to come up with the topics. The students never ask 'what are you doing, can 1 join?' There should be a much stronger connection between research done by the faculty and the subject of thesis." And while the architectural thesis should require the student to address "something physical," Imre feels that the notion that "it require that it result in the design of a building is a bad one."
Not only can the focus of thesis be questioned, but Imre also points out difficulties in continuity of education. "In studio we have this socialized learning which is very good because there is a whole set of interchanges and hopefully the teacher has a few major objectives which are designed into the problem and very deliberately become the focus of the work. After that comes the thesis where a socialized process becomes isolated and where highly directed design thinking changes to a different kind of work. We are not preparing in the curriculum for that big jump. Initially, the idea was if one had this broad smorgasbord then the thesis is the opportunity where one can 'put it together.' In general it sounded nice and perhaps it's ok, but there is still a need to be more precise about what one puts together." A lack of understanding behind the intention of thesis is a major difficulty. "It should be more clear how thesis fits the whole package and therefore how it can become an integral part of our thinking. It truly is a very difficult problemmany times it has been suggested that we get rid of thesis altogether, which wouldn't be such a bad idea because at least that -., ..^..dd . , u .
. i^.
.< 7-Currently, NCAARB requirerrents for architectural education do not would free up more time for workshop explorations."^include a thesis corrponent.
In addition, Imre hopes to see another adaptation in the thesis process beyond the suggested possibilities of opening the topic to carrying previous personal investigations further or working within a professor's research. He has also brought thesis students together in a "thesis workshop." He conducted one such workshop while teaching at Harvard in the mid-1970 's and in another similar experiment last semester at MIT. "The connection in my workshop was simply to find a balance between the centralized idea of the studio where the master stands and tells you what's good and bad and the total decentralized model where you have an advisor but the advisor actually is not there to teach but to save you from drowning." Instead, the professor assembles the students and guides them in discussion. "It was my intention that they could work with each other, for example someone with perhaps more construction experience could help the others, and the group could be mutually supportive: we could meet together more often as well as individually."
It is through his 38 years of perspective on the program that Professor Imre Halasz has developed an understanding of this evolution of the M.Arch thesis. In his view, the difficulties with our current status remain unstated and unresolved. The current practice of ultimately generating a 'building," he feels, is not working, yet other models have not been adequately pursued. Sttidents need less rigid options yet clearer models of how they might accomplish a transition between studio, thesis, and practice. They should be encouraged to build on their own knowledge and experience or on the work of the faculty. They should also have the option taking a final snidio or ofjoining (or forming) a thesis workshop in a continued pursuit of their own individual design intelhgence. "It is design thinking we are teaching, and we should be growing while making the whole heuristic process evolveit is open ended but not open ended by virtue of capriciousness but as the result of layered exploration of certain selected pieces chosen in the beginning. And those [pieces] (not programs, not places, not pre-determined problem solving ideas) should come from the willing confrontation by the student with their own values as well as those aspects of architecture which at that stage of their growth they were curious about."
MIT thesis students advised by Imre Halasz:
